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Abstract. In this paper, we target at face gender classification on consumer  
images in a multiethnic environment. The consumer images are much more 
challenging, since the faces captured in the real situation vary in pose, illumina-
tion and expression in a much larger extent than that captured in the constrained 
environments such as the case of snapshot images. To overcome the non-
uniformity, a robust Active Shape Model (ASM) is used for face texture nor-
malization. The probabilistic boosting tree approach is presented which 
achieves a more accurate classification boundary on consumer images. Besides 
that, we also take into consideration the ethnic factor in gender classification 
and prove that ethnicity specific gender classifiers could remarkably improve 
the gender classification accuracy in a multiethnic environment. Experiments 
show that our methods achieve better accuracy and robustness on consumer im-
ages in a multiethnic environment. 
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1   Introduction 

Face vision research has achieved significant advancement in the past decade espe-
cially on face detection and face alignment or facial feature location technologies that 
can readily provide effective tools to extract faces from raw images. With faces hav-
ing being extracted, demography classification that includes gender, ethnicity and age 
become an interesting topic due to its potential applications in photo album manage-
ment, shopping statistics for marketing, visual surveillance, etc. Unlike ethnicity and 
age estimation, gender classification has attracted more attention in face classification 
literature since it is the most basic information from a face which human can have a 
very clear division in perception. 

In the early days, most of researches in gender classification are about human’s 
perceiving for gender from a psychology point of view, where the computer is used 
just as an assistant tool and no automatic gender classification system is developed. 
More recently neural network methods were firstly used in gender classification. 
Golomb et al. [1] trained a gender classifier “SexNet” with a two-layer neural net-
work on 90 facial images and achieved an accuracy of 91.9%. Gutta et al. [2] trained a 
neural network on 3000 faces from FERET dataset and decreased the error rate to 4%. 
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Balci [3] used eigenfaces and trained a Muti-Layer Perceptron on FERET Dataset to 
analyze which eigenface contributed to gender classification. Later, Moghaddam et al. 
[4] used SVM and achieved an accuracy of 96.6% on FERET’s 1755 faces which was 
the best result on this set. However for human, only about 96% in accuracy can be 
achieved using face information only on this problem according to [5]. BenAbdlkader 
et al. [6] extracted both local and holistic features and used LDA and SVM on a data-
set of about 13,000 faces that achieved 94.2% correct rate. Yang et al. [7] used LDA, 
SVM and Real AdaBoost respectively on 11,500 snapshots that achieved about 96.5% 
correct rate. Another interesting work, Lapedriza et al. [9] analyzed the external face’s 
contribution to gender classification and developed a classifier [10] based on both 
internal and external faces that resulted in 91.7% correct rate on FRGC dataset. 

In overview of most of previous works on gender classification, one thing in  
common is that all those face images used in the experiments are caught in constraint 
environments, and further they are using 5-fold CV verification method to evaluate 
performance that implies their test sets have the same distributions as their training 
sets. So the generalization ability on independent sets is still a problem. Shakhnarovich 
et al. [8] reported that gender classification on images from internet by AdaBoost algo-
rithm can only achieve 78% accuracy and by SVM can only achieve 77% accuracy. 
Besides, the ethnic factor is less considered before. The gender classifier trained can 
not guarantee good generalization ability in a multiethnic environment. 

In this paper we target at face gender classification on consumer images of which 
faces vary greatly in pose, illumination and expression. Active Shape Model (ASM) is 
used for normalization and a boosting tree is trained on about 10,100 face images 
from unconstrained environment. Comparative experiments with other methods in-
cluding SVM and Real AdaBoost on independent test sets are reported to show its 
effectiveness. To handle a multiethnic environment, we treat face’s ethnicity as a 
latent variable and the ethnicity specific gender classifiers are trained. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of our 
gender classification system, Section 3 describes the boosting tree classification 
method, Section 4 gives the gender classifier structure in multiethnic environment, 
and finally, Section 5 is the conclusion. 

2   Gender Classification on Consumer Images 

By consumer images we mean those digital photo images caught by popular users of 
digital cameras. Compared with faces caught from constraint environment, such as 
snapshots, faces in consumer images are more diverse in resolution, makeup, as well 
as in illumination, pose and expression (as shown in Fig.1), therefore they are more 
challenging to deal with in classification. In this situation, preprocessing and normali-
zation become a critical issue. 

As for gender classification methods, AdaBoost has been proved very effective in 
both accuracy and speed in the literature. Since AdaBoost is much faster than SVM, 
for potential practical applications we choose it to develop a boosting based method for 
gender classification. In fact, AdaBoost can mine discriminative features automatically 
from a large set by giving miss-classified samples more attention. Yang et al. [7] and 
Lapedriza et al. [9][10] showed that boosting algorithm achieved comparative accuracy 
with SVM in gender classification problem. But the main drawback of this algorithm is 
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overfitting after over a certain number of iterations which means poor generalization 
ability in other dataset, especially on those with high intra-class variations. Since faces 
in consumer images are with great intra-class variations, it is found very difficult to 
learn a single boosting classifier as in [7] [9] [10] in our experiments, therefore divide 
and conquer strategy becomes necessary for better performance.  

 

Fig. 1. Faces from Consumer Images 

For a flowchart of our gender classification system, see Fig.2 First a face detection 
algorithm [12] is used to detect faces from consumer images and then a variation of 
ASM method [13] is used to locate 88 facial feature points for each detected face. For 
normalization, a shape free face texture is acquired by triangular warping from a 
shape aligned face to the 32 32× mean face shape. Compared with the conventional 
eye-center normalization in face recognition approaches, this method eliminates some 
pose and expression variations. 
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Fig. 2. Face Gender Classification Flowchart 

3   Gender Classification by Boosting Tree 

3.1   Probabilistic Boosting Tree 

The probabilistic boosting tree (PBT) method is originally proposed by Tu [11] to 
deal with the problem of object categorization in natural scenes. It is a new divide-
and-conquer strategy with soft probability boundary. The boosting tree method find 
the classification boundary step wisely by putting the ambiguous samples to both left 
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and right sub-trees as shown in Fig.3 (left). Gradually, more similar samples will be 
sent to sub-tree nodes which results in a reduction of intra-variation. The boosting tree 
can approach the target posterior distribution by tree expansion. 

In the boosting tree structure, each node is a strong classifier trained by AdaBoost 
algorithm. We adopt the LUT-based Real AdaBoost method in [14] and use simple 
Haar-like features [16] to construct weak classifiers. After T iterations of learning, the 
strong classifier has the form: 
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where ( )1|q x+ , ( )1|q x− donates the sample’s probability to be positive or to be 

negative respectively. Based on the probability above, we split the training set into 
sub-trees. This is done by choosing a threshold parameterε to divided probability into 

three intervals as shown in Fig.3 (left), that is, the left tree with samples in 1
[0, )

2
ε− , 

the right tree with samples in 1
( ,1]
2

ε+  and the ambiguous samples in 1 1
[ , ]
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will be added into both the left and the right sub-tree (as show in Fig.3 (right)). In 
practice, instead of using a fixed threshold for every tree nodes as in [11], we choose 
a variable threshold for each node according to the distribution of samples to make 
the tree trained more balanced. 
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Fig. 3. (left) Histogram of probability distribution of positive and negative samples and three 
intervals divided. (right) Probabilistic boosting tree structure. Faces in the left and right of the 
nodes correspond to positive and negative samples. 
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The above procedure is repeated to construct a tree of which each node is a confi-
dence-rated strong classifier learned by Real AdaBoost algorithm. 

With the PBT trained, given a face sample, its normalized face is fed into the root 
node of the tree to start the decision procedure iteratively. At each node the probabil-
ity to be a positive sample and that to be a negative sample are denoted as  

( )1|Pq x+  and ( )1|Nq x−  respectively. And then it will be fed into both its left 

and right sub-tree to compute its corresponding probabilities ( )righ tp y  and 

( )leftp y . The final decision is computed as: 

( | ) ( 1| ) ( ) ( 1| ) ( )right leftp y x q x p y q x p y= + + − . 

3.2   Experiment Result 

Experiments are carried out on two kinds of face image datasets: snapshot datasets, 
and consumer image datasets. And for each kind of face images, two face sets are 
established: one for training and 5-fold CV test, while the other is totally independent 
from the training set which is used to judge the algorithms’ generalization ability.  

The snapshot training dataset (Snapshots) consists of 15,300 faces from controlled 
environment. The snapshot faces are all frontal with similar lighting condition and 
expressions. And the independent snapshot set consists of 1800 faces (Independent 
Snapshots). The consumer image training dataset consists of about 10,100 Mongoloid 
faces in real environment (Consumer Images) with significant changes in poses, illu-
mination and expressions. Similarly another independent consumer image dataset is 
collected which consists of 1,300 faces (Consumer Images). All the face datasets 
collected above contain nearly equal number of samples for each gender. The boost-
ing tree method is compared with SVM and Real AdaBoost on those datasets.  

Table 1 gives both the results on the Snapshot dataset under the 5-fold CV verifica-
tion protocol and the results tested on two other datasets of which ‘All consumer 
images’ means the sum of the two consumer image datasets. The SVM method uses 
Gaussian kernel. The Real AdaBoost method uses a strong classifier learned after 500 
rounds. The boosting tree is composed of 15 strong classifier nodes and its depth is 4. 
The generalization ability is evaluated on the independent snapshots and consumer 
image dataset.  

Table 1. Results on snapshot dataset under 5-fold CV and results tested on two independent 
datasets 

 5-fold  
CV 

Independent 
Snapshots 

All consumer 
images  

SVM 96.38 87.89 66.37 
AdaBoost 96.50 90.41 80.50 
PBT 97.13 93.48 82.07 
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Table 2. Results on Consumer Images under 5-fold CV and results tested on two independent 
datasets 

 5-fold  
CV 

Independent 
Consumer 

Images 

All  
snapshots  

SVM 90.24 88.13 90.72 
AdaBoost 94.12 88.61 92.89 
PBT 95.51 92.84 93.71 

 
Table 2 gives both the results on the Consumer Image dataset and the results tested 

on two other datasets of which ‘All snapshots’ means the sum of the two snapshot 
image datasets. As before, the Real AdaBoost method uses a strong classifier learned 
after 500 rounds, and the PBT with 15 nodes and a depth of 4.  

From the above results, we can see from Table 1 that all the three methods 
achieved comparative performance in snapshot datasets while their generalization 
ability on the consumer images is bad. However the PBT achieved better generaliza-
tion ability than the other two methods on independent snapshot dataset. From the 
Table 2, we can see on the consumer images, PBT’s generalization ability remarkably 
outperforms SVM and Real AdaBoost, and their generalization ability on the snapshot 
dataset is comparative with the classifier directly trained on snapshots. So, although 
there are variations between indoor controlled environments and unconstraint envi-
ronments, the classifier trained on real consumer images from unconstraint environ-
ments can achieve better generalization ability. We can conclude that the PBT method 
can describe the classification boundary more accurately than the other two. 

4   Gender Classification in a Multiethnic Environment 

Compared with gender classification, ethnicity classification attracts less attention in 
demography classification. Intuitively ethnicity classification could be done almost in 
the same way as gender classification technically. But different from gender classifi-
cation, ethnicity classification is much harder and sometimes even human can not 
have a very clear division for ethnicity in perception. In literature, G. Shakhnarovich 
et al. [8] divided ethnicity into two categories: Asian and Non-Asian, while in [7] [18] 
[19] three categories with Mongoloid, Caucasoid and African were adopted, and in 
[17] four ethnic labels with Caucasian, South Asian, East Asian, and African are used. 
In this paper, we use three ethnic labels with Mongoloid, Caucasian and African.  

4.1   Generic Gender Classifier 

We collect 2400 Mongoloid males and 2500 Mongoloid females, 2400 Caucasoid males 
and 2400 Caucasoid females, and 1800 African males and 1600 African females from 
consumer images for training. Another independent test set is collected which contains 
400 faces for each ethnicity with half for each gender. We train two kinds of gender 
classifiers: first we train gender classifier for each ethnicity respectively and the results 
on test set are show in Table 3; and second, we train a gender classifier using all the 
males and females in the training set and the results on test set are shown in Table 4. All 
the gender classifiers in this section are trained in the same way as in Section 3. 
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Table 3. Gender classifier for each ethnicity respectively (MC, CC and AC mean gender 
classifier on Mongoloid, Caucasoid and African respectively) 

 Mongoloid Caucasoid African 
 Male Female Male Female Male Female 

MC 90.1% 92.9% 95.7% 61.3% 93.5% 50% 

CC 78.5% 89.1% 96.8% 88.7% 94% 69% 
AC 52% 95.5% 55.5% 96% 94% 82% 

Table 4. Generic gender classifier for all ethnicities 

Mongoloid Caucasoid African 
Male Female Male Female Male Female 

84.5% 93.5% 86% 93% 95.5% 77% 
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Fig. 4. Confidence distribution for different ethnicity in generic gender classifier (Positive for 
male and negative for female) 

We can conclude from Table 3 that the gender classifier behaves well on the ethnic-
ity it is trained on while can't achieve good results on other ethnicities. When we train a 
generic gender classifier for all ethnicities, the result as in Table 4 is not as good as 
training specific gender classifier as in Table 3. This can be explained by Fig.4, in 
generic gender classifier, we try to find the same threshold for all ethnicity faces, 
which in fact is not a best decision boundary for each ethnicity. As show in Fig.4, the 
decision boundary for Africans is apt to male side while the decision boundary for 
Mongoloid is apt to female side. That is why the generic gender classifier is inclined to 
classify Africans as males and Mongoloid as females as shown in Table 4. 
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4.2   Ethnicity Specific Gender Classifier 

Enlightened by the analysis in Section 4.1, we propose an ethnicity specific gender 
classification framework as shown in Fig.5 for multiethnic environment. In the new 
framework, the ethnicity is treated as a latent variable for gender classification. We 
can formalize the procedure as: 

( | ) ( | , ) ( | )
E

P G F P G E F P E F=∑  

where G, E and F represent gender, ethnicity and face respectively.  
We trained an ethnicity classifier with samples collected in Section 4.1 using 

AdaBoost.MH [20] and Haar-like features [16]. Gender classifiers on each ethnicity 
are from Section 4.1. The results of ethnicity specific gender classifier are compared 
with the generic gender classifier in Table 5. We can see that the ethnicity specific 
gender classifier performs better than the generic gender classifier, especially on 
Mongoloid males and African females, which is consistent with analysis of Fig.4. 
This experiment hints that faces from different ethnicity have different gender feature 
and in a multiethnic environment, gender classifier could be better by taking ethnicity 
as a latent variable. Some results are shown in Fig.6. 

Ethnic classifier

Input image
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classifier
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classifier
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Gender result based on ethnicity
 

Fig. 5. Ethnicity specific gender classification framework 

Table 5. Comparison of Generic Gender Classifier (GGC) and Ethnicity Specific Gender 
Classifier (ESGC) 

 Mongoloid Caucasoid African 

 male female male female male female 
GGC 84.5% 93.5% 86% 93% 95.5% 77% 

ESGC 89% 93% 86.3% 96.6% 94% 82% 
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Fig. 6. Gender classification results on consumer images in multiethnic environment 

5   Conclusion 

In this paper, a PBT approach for face gender classification on consumer images is 
presented. Faces on consumer images vary greatly in pose, illumination and expres-
sion that make it much more difficult than in the constrained environments. In this 
approach, Active Shape Model (ASM) is used for normalization and a PBT is trained 
for classification by which through divide and conquer strategy a more accurate clas-
sification boundary on consumer images is achieved. Experiments on both snapshots 
and consumer images show that the PBT method is better than the SVM and Real 
AdaBoost methods. 

We also discussed the ethnicity factor in gender classification experimentally, to 
our best knowledge there is no such work before. We find that faces from different 
ethnicity have different gender feature, and gender classifier trained on a specific 
ethnicity could not get good generalization ability on other ethnicities. Finally, we 
improve the performance of gender classification in a multiethnic environment by 
treating ethnicity as a latent variable. 

However, currently we can only deal with frontal or near frontal faces from con-
sumer images. And the accuracy of gender classifier on Africans is not as high as on 
Mongoloid and Caucasoid. Another issue we have not considered is the impact of age 
on the face gender classification. Those are our future work. 
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